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“Keep for Use”: Goya in the Killing Fields


Long after it is over, remnants of Angkar on trial, I paint a picture:
pipe enchants cattle,
green palms wafting the notes.
an innocent boy rests

A butterfly, red-blue-yellow stained glass on the wing, powders my nose with a kiss. I am Buddhist-tranced, suspended in a painter’s universe beyond the reality I know at times is there, ready to pull me back when the time comes, after the last brushstroke is done, whether it eulogizes Brother Number One or whether, someday, it condemns him.

Truth and beauty,
     those strange bedfellows;
           lovers and antagonists dialectically entwined.

I paint what I dream, what I saw; at other times I paint what I have to. Angkar commanded; on pain of death, and I obeyed.

An artist is witness, spared by his craft. Are the pigments in his paints strong, durable, or will their color drain with time?
with collective numbness and convenient amnesia?
witnesses transparent in heart and soul?
ᴥ




Cambodia, 1969: “US Accused of Secret Air Strikes in Cambodia”

The war came from Vietnam in ‘69—riding on American B-52s cratering black holes in the jungle—orange flame melting the earth to plastic waste. A people’s collective psyche shredded to a numbed, autistic paranoia. A red revolution, red in tooth and claw, rises from the ashes, a killing Phoenix ideologically crazed with auto-genocide. Angkar, born of the Red Khmers, consumes its own children. There is no god but God—Brother Number One.

But a Cambodian Goya was born there too, a future witness to history. First, though, he had to eulogize the madmen before he could condemn them. He had to aid and abet them, before he could bring them down.
Summoned to their court, he painted portraits of the Leader, death row his inspiration, his incentive.
shaking brushed hand,
cult-hero worship on demand:
Brother Number One!
ᴥ
I can sense the eyes over my shoulder studying my work. They make me nervous; my brush hesitates, terrified to touch the canvas, as if it’s scorching hot with accusation. I know it is not good, but there’s a grunt of approval whispered next to my ear. I relax, temporarily reprieved. Brother Number One stares back at me with the warm smile I’ve managed to give him—is it a kindly grandfather I’ve captured? A hand rests on my shoulder, then fingers gently slap my cheek. “You do well, comrade,” I’m commended. A rice ball appears next to my paint box—is that a slither of meat it encases? I salivate, but the juices sour my throat. How can I accept such reward? But I know when he is gone I undoubtedly will. What other choice is there?

ᴥ

Cambodia, 1975: “Khmers Rouges Take Phnom Penh; Lon Nol Flees”
Brother Number Three proclaims the greatest revolution the world has ever seen, written in golden letters on the pages of history.
Angkar—the Organization—frees the people,
      of the city,
 	           of property,
         		     of familial ties,
      religion, and culture.
The commune—agrarian utopia—becomes our rice bowl (“If we have rice, we can have absolutely everything,” he had said, had promised). Mao and Stalin become our gods; toil and sacrifice become our spiritual guides. We are forging the Future. Long live Brother Number One!
The “New People” are born again, scraped clean of the past. Rice paddy, tabula rasa of history.
Banished from the city, former lives disappear into cracked concrete and invading vegetation; the “Old Time” suffocates in strangling fig tree embrace.

Sooty moths blanket the past, the nevermore.
ᴥ
Kampuchea, 1976: “Phnom Penh Forcibly Evacuated”
Brother Number Three says we have to vacate the city. We do so on foot in a great trawling swarm, rats departing the urban bourgeois sewer. Bundles on our heads, battered suitcases in our hands, our children dragged along by their arms at a mumbling, whimpering loss as to where we are going and why we have to go there. Grandma with us at first but then…she slumps by the roadside and we weep farewell. Brother Number Three says she has sacrificed herself for the good of the revolution. Food is scarce—except where we’re headed, Brother Number Three promises. We hope he is right, but begin to fear he is wrong.

she fades to pinhead.
then plop like the westing sun,
she is beyond this life.
a broken sandal,
		a broken wheel,
				a broken heart,
					           a broken soul,
							       a broken world.
									      a setting sun—broken.

	
We grandchildren rescue her tailless cat, speckled feline fur ball—black, white, yellow. We gently caress it in loving memory. Then, on the third day, its throat is slashed, a gurgling, sucking death. The great green marbles that are its eyes are pried loose and strung like emerald beads on a vine, swinging in the wind with a last, wind-chimed salute to the westing horizon where grandma has gone. The Comrades have taught us well; our families, our relatives are nests of counterrevolutionary vipers. Utopia at hand, new familial bonds are forged now on the severing of those of the past—with mama and papa and grandma, condemned purveyors of ideological incorrectness, traitors to their own offspring. 
Lacerated cat held high in hand, we children are proclaimed the “dictatorial instrument of the party.” Brother Number One’s progeny now. We are truly joyous for the first time in many days. Extra rations are our reward. The love of Big Brother knows no bounds.
ᴥ
Kampuchea, 1976: “Fears of Genocide in Cambodia; Millions at Risk”
I dream of my painting, pan-boy among cattle.
But I have no paints and nothing to smear them on. At first I paint only in my dreams, but soon only nightmares are left. I no longer know what painting is. I live only to survive, for rest, for food. Despite our toil, nothing more than rice gruel meated with maggots is our fare. A day comes—I know not which one—and it seems my family has left me altogether. They are nowhere to be found. Perhaps they are beyond the horizon of this life with Grandma. I do not know. I’m not sure if I can even care.
I haven’t the strength, the will. 
Angkar is my whole life now; we are one.
ᴥ
Kampuchea, 1976: “Mass Starvation Added to Cambodia’s Litany of Woes”
Brother Number Three berates us for lacking revolutionary zeal, but we are numb to his admonishment. He barks out numbers, calling the lottery of our selection. Gaps appear in our bedraggled lines, matching the gaps in our rotting teeth. We become less, the work becomes more—longer, harder, a dirge without end. My world is shrinking, the horizon closes in; only a few are left now. Brother Number Three is not a happy man; despite our sacrifice, the revolution is failing. We are desperate beyond desperation itself. We only know hunger.

A crumb mirages to feast.
			    Foul water distills into fine wine.
							       Dreams of gastronomic delights.
	Torture me, night after night.

And then, inevitably one day:
decomposing corpse
soft enough to masticate.
…thank you, Sister Putrea
ᴥ

I panic. I know he’ll soon be here to check on my progress. I erratically scrape paint away, trying to remove all evidence of the “ideological error” I’ve committed. Brother Number One—where are you? Come to me, please come to me! You were there yesterday, and the day before that. I had you then, just like they wanted me to. Please, come back. I load my brush and try again. Yes, he’s coming, I believe, but in the end, just before Duch arrives, it’s Sister Putrea who emerges yet again. She’s emaciated and ghostly pale, as if she’s already dead. She reaches out to me, but I’m already considering her disappearance, her demise… Duch is not amused. But his punishment is nothing beside Putrea’s accusing finger.

ᴥ
Kampuchea, Monsoon Season 1976: “US Quietly Supports Anti-Vietnam Khmers Rouges”
The heavens open and it floods with rain. We gorge on the clean water, shower in its cleansing storm. We feast on the new shoots that spring to life. For a precious moment we come back from over the horizon, teasingly born again.

But we are mistaken. The rains drip with false promise, polluted water torture. The mold corrodes our yellowing skin, molting leprously, peeling away our lives, layer by layer. We are like autopsied onions, rotting on the market stall.

The leeches return
		      to suck our blood.
	We are draining away,
sliding inexorably to the horizon, waterfall to our death.

Brother Number Three says Brother Number One exhorts us to strive even harder for the revolution. American spies are everywhere. We must be on our guard. They are under our noses! Root them out! Show no mercy!
Acharya is taken away in the night. I steal his secret stash of food. I hear his screams in the darkness, before the silent dawn breaks. I eat, gorge as if it is my last supper. It tastes sublime. I eat more, then choke. What else could I have done? Under our noses, Brother Number One had said. And I had smelled Acharya—his rotten bourgeois stench! 

Brother Number Three smiles at me.
I shiver with guilt.
I tremble with fear.
    Who might smell me—next?
ᴥ
When Sister Putrea refuses to vacate my canvas, there’s nothing for it, Duch says, but to punish me, purge me of my “counterrevolutionary deviations.” I’m strangely relieved, even though I know the torture I’ll be put through will test my resolve to the limit. Far beyond it in fact, where I’ll eventually gratefully submit, shed a tear or two of both loss and gain, and come to love Brother Number One again. At least love him in that way lost souls like mine do, a love born of abject surrender to overwhelming power—and, of course, of rice balls. But with Putrea gone now, at least I can paint once more, find Brother Number One at the end of my brush, smiling his grandfatherly smile at me. 

And in that moment, at times like that, I really do love Brother Number One.

ᴥ

Kampuchea, 1977: “Cambodian Genocide Numbers Keep Rising; As Many as Two Million?”
The harvest fails—the rats get what’s left, what little there is. We are beaten for Nature’s miserliness, her lack of cooperation. 
The horizon draws ever nearer, at the edge of the empty paddy now.
We are sinking—
	                 down,
		                down,
			               down.

A moth plague clouds the sky; the butterflies are strangely gone, not even the sun’s return can switch them back on.

The last of our commune are sent back to the city, trucked out without explanation. Brother Number Three is still no happier. He’s almost apoplectic with rage. We have failed the revolution, betrayed Brother Number One, the Party, Democratic Kampuchea.
There will have to be: Consequences.
Revolutionary justice demands it.

When we get to Phnom Penh, Phnom Penh is Phnom Penh no more. 
A ghost city waiting to be filled up with the ghosts of its former inhabitants,
phantom enemies of the state.
ᴥ
Kampuchea, 1977-79: “Nixon Authorized Secret War in Cambodia”
Fourteen thousand go in, only six come out. 
Low return on the inputs—the investment—an economist would have said. 
But he doesn’t, because he is not there. He wore spectacles, a counterrevolutionary dead giveaway, as was the tattered diploma he kept hidden in his shoe, a proclamation of death from Sciences Po, no matter that Brother Number One and Number Three had studied there too, as intellectually bourgeois as you could be before they had shed their academic Marxism for the real one, born of rice paddies in Kampuchea, of the American War in Vietnam. 

As if to make a political joke, Angkar turns former lycée into its dialectical opposite, or so the ideologues insist. Brains are no longer freed there, but washed clean instead, purified, ready for revolutionary sacrifice. S-21, Toul Sleng, is born, human meat grinder of enemies of the state.

I am sent there, too, and hear the turning of the handle, the sound of the blades inflicting tortured death, orchestral accompaniment to the screams and cries begging release, whimpering last breaths before they are over the horizon of this life too.
But, I am spat out, one of “The Six,” the half-dozen shrunken souls who somehow survive.

The entry in the ledger says: Vann Nath—“Keep for use.” I am mere chattel, but I live.

I get to keep my head; Duch wants me, they tell me.
“How long have you painted pictures?” He smiles, it seems. Trick or treat, I have to guess, my life depending on it.
“Twelve, thirteen years.”
“Are you good?”
“Perhaps not so good, but I try.”
Smile becomes smirk. “Yes, you try.” 
A photograph. “Copy this. Be sure to get it right. Do you know who this is?”
A soft-faced grandfather, perhaps. A shake of the head.
“Guess.”
“Khieu Samphan?”
They laugh at the biggest joke in the world.
It is Brother Number One.
ᴥ


Toul Sleng, Kampuchea, 1978: “UN Security Council Takes No Action Against Khmer Rouges”
Pan-boy among cattle returns to me, yet not as before. The mists hide the emaciated beasts, they look sick. Moths cover the cattle’s hides like ticks sucking blood. The flute is mute, tuneless. It squeals in pain when the boy consumptively blows into it, his fingers too crooked and creased to seal the holes, barely expelling poisoned breath. It cries for help, but none can come. Not in Angkar’s house, S-21. Brother Number One snaps the silenced pipe in two, drums the pieces together as percussion, marking out a beat.
He chants: To Keep You Is No Benefit, To Destroy You Is No Loss.

Brother Number Three claps his hands. He’s happier now. The “New People” have reaped their just desserts. The ends have justified the means. Red revolution, red in tooth and claw.

The starvation grinds on,
       rib cages push through rice paper skin,
       rotting teeth ache with hollowing hunger, relentless and gnawing. 

We watch the rat, fatter than our emaciated, clavicled thighs, taunting us with his full bursting belly, juicy-fat with salivating promise. We lay a trap; he’s taking the bait, sniffing whisker-twitching like he’s entitled, almost choosy now that Fate has chosen to smile on him with such cornucopia. Then, in a moment, he’s gone, swept up by a strong, grasping hand, swooping down with raptor-like precision. We watch with teary-eyed resignation as Duch cradles the beast in his arms, caressing it, feeding it pieces of precious meat.
Duch says, “What shall I name him, Comrades? Brother Number Four?” He giggles at his own joke, looking right through us as if we weren’t there, as if he didn’t have a care in the world. The rat, Brother Number Four, squeaks with delight and wraps its long tail lovingly around his new benefactor’s fingers, beseeching more reward and offering revolutionary servitude in return. 
We know we cannot match him; 
    we are the doomed.

But, I am kept; they are gone. But for what revolutionary purpose? What “use” does Angkar, History, have for me? 

A sign and billboard painter of modest means and accomplishment, but a Kampuchean Goya about to be born against all the odds, the roiling dice of history.

Cellmates are trucked to the “Fields.” They are dispatched to permanent sleep, a shovel to the head. One day, much later, their shiny skulls will be stacked up like piles of fruit on display—as evidence or war porn, who will be able to say? Witnesses to genocide, although few will be condemned by their silent, haunting testimony. Cobwebbed neglect stifles the power of their voice, museum pieces now, long after it is all over…
ᴥ
One day, Duch says he has a new project for me. I’m to take a break from Brother Number One for a while. Duch shows me a grainy black-and-white photograph. Two young boys standing side by side, dressed in school uniforms and looking serious, even a little afraid. I suspect who they are immediately, and say, “Fine looking boys—who are they?” Duch smiles and replies, “My sons. Paint them like you paint Brother Number One.” He looks at me with insistence, but I fear his command. ‘Paint them like Brother Number One’? I know it would the death of us both if we were to be found out. I know he knows what I’m thinking. “What are more precious than our sons?” he says. I say nothing, trying to hide the fact that I have two boys also—somewhere. “We’d do anything to protect them, wouldn’t we?” Duch picks up my paintbrush and holds it out to me. “Here—paint. Just like Brother Number One, okay?” I paint his sons, but they turn out to look more like mine than his. Duch examines the canvas, then smashes it over my easel. He leaves me with a warning; I have one more chance. I wonder where my sons are, whether they’re still alive. The next day I present Duch with a portrait of his two sons; they are as beautiful as Brother Number One. He is pleased, but as he leaves he shrugs his shoulders and raises his eyebrows at me quizzically. 

My boys, my boys—had I been too late? Had I betrayed them for a second time?

ᴥ
Toul Sleng, Kampuchea, 1978: “Increased Military Clashes Along Vietnam-Cambodia Border”
I pick at my sores and scabs. Nectar to my taste buds. I jimmy a stick to release my constricted bowels. A delicious morsel or two is joyously to be had.
I hear the passing of time, but there is no clock. I sense the cycles of day and night, but I cannot see.
My stomach bloats in the absence of food; my mind dreams in the absence of hope.
I laugh and I cry as if both were the same.

Blistered lips,
	                      swollen, scabrous eyes,
				      	           peppered with pustules
							    		 oozing yellowed life.

ᴥ
I never thought it could become routine, but it has. I churn them out, dozens a day—sycophantic portraits of Brother Number One. Now that I’ve come up with the magic formula that Duch has approved of, all I have to do is to repeat it, over and over and over again. But I don’t see what I paint. I see a mountain of jasmine-scented malis, littered with deep fried rice cakes; I see luffa, water spinach, and yardlong beans; oriental squash, mushrooms, baby corn, bamboo shoots, ginger, kai-lan, snow peas, bok choy. I see mangosteen, I see coconut; jan fruit, kuy fruit, banana blossoms, pineapple, papaya, rambutan. I smell amok, clams, cockles, and crayfish; and then shrimp, squid… I see Brother Number One—he looks like a spiny-gilled catfish, as ugly as sin. I quickly re-prime the canvas before Duch comes in. My bloated stomach gurgles and whirrs. I hold my breath trying to stop it giving me away. But the plaintive sounds keep on coming. Duch laughs when he hears them. “What,” he says, looking at my blank canvas, “no work today? Are we not feeding you enough?” I take up my brush, and with the first stroke against the canvas my stomach is stilled, quieted by the demands of the revolutionary task at hand.

ᴥ

The Studio, Toul Sleng, 1978: “US Colluding with China in Support of Khmers Rouges?”
The pigments are not good; dilapidated, corroded tubes, contents almost dried up despite the torpid humidity. Made in Paris, I wonder who their former owner was, whether he was still alive, but as I smear the paints onto the cow-hide canvas, I smell death. Crimson, burnt sienna, scarlet, vermilion, carmine—five drops of blood, however I look at them. They slowly ooze from the constipated tubes constricted with witness. I feel the blood throb behind my eyes, swamping denial until I am forced to save myself and paint; like Duch said—Be sure to get it right!

They make me stand and stand and stand, flirting with faint. But I learn the joy of drifting off without collapse. They flog me for my counterrevolutionary crimes, and unending pain tortures my sleep.
A mote of dust,
	           a shaft of sunlight,
				   a spider’s web,
						    a mouse’s droppings,
a peepholed eye—watching.	
	
A scream somewhere nearby, just the other side of the wall it seems like, but I cannot be sure.

It’s deep night, I sense, but the naked bulb casts its struggling light just enough for work, cult of personality.
The sculptor is not there this time, just the cement busts he’s working on of Brother Number One in various stages of unveiling, gestation. Chisel and mallet lie in the midst of chipped fragments. I want to drive chisel through forehead, to stake my claim, but I cannot—I dare not. Brother Number One, still one-eyed and hairless, stares me down. I quake with fear.
Screams float through the walls, poltergeists sent to death rattle my easel, make my brushes gyrate like ghoulish moths in the air.

I invoke the discipline of a monk and still my mind, freezing it for revolutionary purpose, nothing else. Life, my life, depends on it. Worry, stress, guilt, all banished—cognitive clutter exorcised for the task at hand. Centered and numb I see nothing but the canvas before me. Somehow Brother Number One’s cheeks glisten rosy-red, a fresh-faced young girl’s almost. But, unbelievably, the effeminacy pleases. Duch approves; a million comrades will eventually pay homage to my work. My art serves the revolution. Brother Number One is canonized as an infallible leader, a Great Helmsman like Brother Mao. A Thousand Year Reich is at hand.

I love Big Brother; he loves me. I have to; he has to. It’s our bargain, isn’t it? Face of a killer—banality of evil—where is the evil in those eyes? I cannot see it, yet. His gaze is neutral, posed, a bureaucrat behind his desk. I paint a kindly sparkle there, spot of pure white on azure blue. I smile back, eased by my creation. Poltergeists no more; aesthetic heaven. Brush strokes divine-dancing lead me on. I float across the canvas, empowered by another self, the one outside of me that wants to save the one inside. I’m doing well, Duch says so. I eat better; grueling toil is no more. Swirling brush rounds cheeks and rosy-red apples appear there, comely fruits of beneficence. My stock rises still more. I am one of The Six now, the half-apostle wrapped up in Brother Number One’s grace. 

But, back in my cell I still want to kill him. I pray the poltergeists don’t hear me. Outside the studio, away from my easel, beyond the gaze of Brother Number One smiling girlishly at me, I am sickened by what I am doing in the name of Angkar. But I cannot go back; life, precious life, will not let me. The next night I repeat my ritual, and the night after that, and the night after that. I survive, nothing more, but also nothing so preciously less.

One day they will call me Cambodia’s Goya, “The Goya of the Killing Fields.” But to what was I fully a witness? In the end?

Kept for use and I was used. Self-use, self-abuse, a prostitute for the revolution. Time for redemption delayed until who knew when?
ᴥ
It’s another restless night. I ought to be used to Toul Sleng’s night noises by now, but I am not—at least not all of them. The scurrying rats—their scratching and squeaking is almost soothing, an otherwise discordant lullaby now working, incongruously, to induce whatever sleep I am able to manage. The farts and grunts of the drowsy guards outside my cell, too, have long since ceased to bother me. I fart and grunt in my turn, if only to let them know that at some level I am their equal. But the screams, the pleas for mercy—they’re impossible to drown out, no matter how hard I try. They come from far away across the compound, I know, but they seem as if they’re coming from somewhere right inside my cell, right inside my head. I wonder what games Duch is playing tonight—whether he’s offering “helicopter” rides, smashing skulls against walls, or subjecting them to the “delights” of waterboarding? I sketch what I imagine is taking place; maybe it’ll come in useful someday, some sort of proof of what has gone on here if any is eventually called for. But for now I hide my drawings, folded tight and stuffed deep into a crevice above the door lintel of my cell. The last place, I hope, they’ll ever look. 

I will fret every day to see if the flimsy papers are still there, and I will reach for them at some point during my anxious pacing back and forth before my door. But I will never retrieve them until the day of my release. I will never be sure as to what, exactly, they were bearing witness.

ᴥ


1978: Year Three of Angkar: “Vietnam Masses Troops on Cambodian Border”
War again from Vietnam, but America-less this time.

In America, John and Yoko and the Plastic Ono Band sing “Happy Xmas (War is Over),” soon to reach number two. Thirty-something hippies barely remember the Killing Fields. In the aftermath, they return to normalcy, across the great water from where great pain had first come. Just Carter malaise now, consumed with other things; waiting for the Gipper to bring the hostages home.
Kampuchea what? Pol Pot who?

But Duch is gone and we are liberated by our cousins to the east, Uncle Ho’s legacy. S-21is emptied of its last remaining inhabitants, the apostolic Six, followed by, over the years, its darkest secrets too. 

A new Cambodian Goya is born. He returns to his wife; but his young sons are gone, starved to death in Brother Number One’s agrarian utopia.
Did they die for my sins?
ᴥ
He laughed when he saw them leading me away. He knew where I was being taken, what was going to happen to me—he’d been down this road himself on more than one occasion, we all had. He’d suspected me for months, but then again I’d suspected him, too. It was all part of Toul Sleng’s modus operandi. If you didn’t snitch, there was no way to survive, to perhaps become a member of that select group that eventually came to be known as “The Six.” Of course, being the sculptor who shared the studio with me, he’d had plenty of time to concoct a case against me, to observe a mass of my behavioral quirks that could be construed, via an active and inventive imagination, as demonstrable “counterrevolutionary crimes.” When I’d angrily scrubbed away paint from Brother Number One’s brow or his lips or his eyes, who knew what my actions had actually meant? Had I made an artistic error, or had I been venting my hatred of him? Even I wouldn’t have been able to say for sure. But it was his discovery of the catfish that really did me in. It was he who had carefully scraped away the primer when I’d been absent from the studio. Case closed—or at least so we all thought. I was waterboarded, and I did confess to my sins. I wept like a lost child. 

But I was still needed. I was still “Kept for Use.” I became one of The Six. As to my betrayer, well…let’s say he probably didn’t sculpt too much more soon after that.

ᴥ

Toul Sleng, Kampuchea, 1982: “Pro-Vietnam Government in Cambodia Not Recognized by US”
S-21 now bears memory-site witness to its former life; emptied of its human refuse, it is filled with my testimony to that tragic, dystopian time, a “nowhere” place that was real, yet surreal in my remembrance of it all the same. A horror that surely could not have happened. But it did, didn’t it?

A new body of art adorns the walls, clear-eyed, displaying the emperor without his clothes. Sparkling eyes, apple-red cheeks are no more. The cult of personality has been renounced. The Day of Atonement is at hand. The Cambodian Goya is redeemed; witness become accuser, artistic truth before false utopian beauty, the warped aesthetic of the Killing Fields.
ᴥ
Toul Sleng, Kampuchea, 1984: Khmer Rouges To Keep UN Seat”
I see Huy, former chief of S-21. Time stands still, my body trembles, emotions electroshocking me. He’s returned to his stomping ground; photo-snapping tourist now at the scene of his crimes. As if nothing had happened, as if history had been confined to the history books, beyond the arc of justice. Just another day in the life…like the atrocity before that, and the one before that, ad infinitum. Something to be studied and examined on, and then conveniently forgotten as life moves on, busied with what’s next: calculus perhaps, or the philosophy of ethical reasoning one-oh-one.

He denies me like a Peter, thrice over, but I know. He doesn’t look my way, but I can feel him feeling me watching him. He tries to quicken his step, to get away, but I know he knows history is catching up with him. Witness to his crimes is closing in, dragging the horizon with it. My shadow darkens his, blotting out the sun.

“Have you seen the paintings?” I suddenly ask, a bolt from the blue.
“Yes. They’re interesting, if not especially good,” he says, as cool as you like, but it’s a false bravado. I can see, smell, his nervous sweat. He’s playing out his last charade, I insist.
“Do they exaggerate?”
“No, they’re just crude, childlike. There were scenes more brutal than those.”
Said as a matter of considered analysis, not as the testimony of one who was there, in command. But the authority in his voice is almost gone, living on borrowed time. I want to reach out and strangle him, but I cannot. And History will not either, in the end. The arc of justice, the arc of unaccountable power—which arcs further? 
I am dumbfounded, beyond tears. Witness? Witness to what exactly? How loud is my testimony? Can you hear me? Do you wish to?

After he is gone, I remember
                                              his greying hair,
                                                                        the mole below the eye,
                                                                                                            the pinch of his Cupid’s bow,
                                  quivering with the itch of memory.			
ᴥ
Phnom Penh, Kampuchea, 1980— “Refugee Camps Still Home to Many Thousands in Cambodia”
I paint:
Skin and bone, diseased and dirtied, clothed in rags, barefoot. Hanging from hooks, hands roped behind backs, dislocating shoulders, shooting electric-shock burning pain. Liced lank hair sticks to brow, furrowed with agony and despair. Helicoptored for counterrevolutionary sin.

Trussed like pigs on bamboo poles, they swing metronomically, timing themselves to their deaths with every step their captors take. Swine grunt and root in their pens, fattening up for the gastronomic delight of Brother Number One, Number Two, Number Three. The revolution devours its children—auto-genocide.

Muslin mask, water pouring, gasping for air, gasping for life. Over and over, until the lights go out and living death is come. Submarined for counterrevolutionary activities, enemies of the state.

A mother, breast milk drained, cradles barely-born fetus, human form only in potentiality, a living abortion barely threaded to life. In love, she knows the child-like thing would be better off dead, but she can’t let go, until it is ripped from her arms and taken away…to the Killing Fields. Babies’ heads smash like eggs against a wall.

The Cambodian Goya painted these; they hang in S-21, Memory Site now. A gallery of witnesses, seen but not seen by all, not in their fullness. Memories like these have to be nailed down.
ᴥ
Toul Sleng, Kampuchea, 1984: “Vietnam to Continue Occupation of Cambodia”
“What happened to the babies?” I ask.
“Uh,” Huy said, scratching his nose, an irritating itch, “we took them out to kill them.” 
Just like that.
What else is there to say?

There are sweat stains under his armpits
                                                                 Rorschach test of memory.

I can see it, but can I smell it?
ᴥ
When I was released from Toul Sleng by the Vietnamese, I took my secret sketches with me. For years I locked them away, still fearful of the consequences they might bring. After all, Brother Number One and Duch and all the rest of them were still abroad then. Somewhere close to the Thai border, it was said, still committed to whatever was left of their revolution—and, before long, to smuggling drugs, precious gems, and other prized produce of the jungle, too. I knew my sketches witnessed the truth, but the world for so long didn’t seem to care. At least not until Sydney Schanberg and Dith Pran made their movie, and art, against all the odds, suddenly moved the moral compass of the universe in the direction it should have been pointing in all along. My testimony was called for, and I transformed my sketches into paintings. My brush was still pained, but it flowed freely then for the first time. My pictures were exhibited at Toul Sleng, memory site now and Khmer Rouge torture center no more. They laid bare the crimes of the Killing Fields and helped bring some of the perpetrators to book, at least to a degree. 

But what about me? My sons are dead, they tell me. What was it worth it to be one of The Six?

ᴥ

Phnom Penh, Cambodia, 1997— “Khmers Rouges Leadership to Stand Trial” 
So then the trials began:
                                          The Truth.
                                                             And the Reconciliation.

Out of the madness of the Killing Fields justice must be harvested, so they said, so it was proclaimed with great ceremony, with great determined passion. Courts were set up, investigations commenced, evidence accumulated, charges made, perpetrators of crimes against humanity indicted, one or two even stood in the dock, arraigned before the whole world, before God.

I testify, bear witness, at S-21 with my paintings. What my eyes had seen, what my ears had heard. Then I speak before the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia, judges in exotic judicial garb listening with the Solomonic gravitas of wise Western owls. But they are handcuffed by the politics of international justice, great grinding cogwheels of indecision, moral failure, and legal technicalities. They are head-butted by the national sovereignty of a proud Cambodian people now led by a former Khmer Rouge desperately seeking immunity. And they are thwarted by the Grim Reaper’s scythe taking out the aging génocidaires one by one, claiming till their dying day their physical incapacity to stand trial, and vouched for by their physicians provided at public expense, the taxes neither I nor my compatriots could ill afford.

But, even Angkar’s own documentary evidence is not conviction-proof enough in this grand court of law. 
Not even this: 
February 16th, 1978
FOR EXECUTION

Vann Nath Keep for use
I feel weak, as though my body has no bones, a collapsing sack having the air, the life, sucked out of it in one fell swoop. I momentarily die the death that I should have had back then.

Only Duch, my patron and savior, is convicted. But, he still survives, in jail, on appeal. The invading Vietnamese army, the Extraordinary Chambers, saved him with sweet irony. The destruction of Angkar had commuted his inevitable death sentence at the hands of Brother Number One, or Brother Number Three, or any number of other fraternal, numeric comrades.

The Extraordinary Chambers afford him the justice he had once hacked to death with a shovel in the Killing Fields of Democratic Kampuchea.
ᴥ
Toul Sleng, Cambodia, 2011: “Vann Nath Died on September 5th, Age 65”
My paintings still hang in S-21, but bearing now a fading witness. The tourists take a quick look, shed a tear, endure a moment of sorrow, take a picture, and then go eat dinner or take a nap in their five-star hotel. It’s on to Siem Reap and Angkor Wat tomorrow! Seventh Wonder of the World. A selfie-op like no other; and a place for quiet introspection, too, so they say. Wonder what they’ll think about?

The nation is still stunned, struck dumb by the enormity of its own crimes, the weighty implications of its own involvement, coerced conscription into taking part notwithstanding. Many of the killers are victims too. The Gordian knot of culpability remains untied, strangling recovery.

Brother Number One died peacefully in his sleep in 1998, they say. He never stood trial before the Extraordinary Chambers, paid for any of his sins. Brother Number Three did face justice of a sort, but not before being amnestied, to enjoy his Toyota Land Cruiser with anonymity-providing tinted windows, parked outside the best restaurants and garaged at his heavily guarded villa—luxuriously like his former pet rat, Brother Number Four.

I died before him, in poverty, suffering from kidney disease.

But at least I don’t have to paint any more pictures of the Killing Fields, a haunting I can well do without.
a life is spared—“Keep,”
he wrote underlined in red.
the wheel of history turns
the Cambodian Goya
is dead.
                                                                                                                                                                    
My paintings, now, are all that are left, witnesses to the truth. A few pay for the crimes they depict; many others are perhaps shamed by what the world now knows they have done, but in their dotage, memory fading or already gone, they suffer little else. Such is the cycle of history.

Fields, it seems, are still good for killing in—somewhere.


